$8	To Richard Bentley
of peevishness, which is very ready to break out. In first place, my chairs ! if you had taken a quarter of time to draw what they might be, that you have employed to describe what they must not be, I might possibly have had some begun by this time. Would not one think that it was I who make charming drawings and designs and not you? I shall have very little satisfaction in them, if I an* to invent them ! My idea is, a black back, higher, but not much higher than common chairs, and extremely light, with matted bottoms. As I found yours came not, I have been trying to make out something like the windows — for example
[here is a drawing of a chair with a back resembling
a three-light ecclesiastical window.] 4
I would have only a sort of black sticks, pierced thro' : yon must hatch this egg soon, for I want chairs in the room extremely.
In the next place, you send me a letter to Captain Lis to take care of fish and fowls for you, at the very time you. believe him sailed, and without allowing me any time to get them ready. However, as I have a little more thought and contrivance than you (luckily for us both !) I have written to him to advertise me against his next sailing, and then you shall have bantams and gold fish : for the latter, (for their sakes) I must insist on their being delivered to the Grovernor ; I can't allow you to reserve one for yourself, to be kept in a pan like a water souchy. I told you I was peevish — now you will believe it.
I will not insist on any particular colour for the granite B. I was afraid you could not find pieces large enough to answer my dimensions, but I perceive that my Lilliputian.
to Mr. Bentley and Mr. Walpole.'
Ttoj,Eftfi??c5y OT	Walpole had asked for a slab
«,- "*. * de-e«*e*   «     ?f erarite for a sideboard for Straw -of a gotttw pattern, designed     berry Hill (see letter of July 9, 1754).

